
Industry Solutions:
Global Health

Multiplying Capacity Worldwide
Lynden Logistics supports global health and humanitar-
ian programs in some of the world’s most challenging 
and fragile environments. We have extensive knowledge 
of global health operations in these regions, driven by an 
established network of transportation professionals who 
understand the critical nature of global health logistics. 
Ultimately, we help organizations successfully complete 
their program objectives by allowing them to focus on their 
core mission.

Our Areas of Expertise
• Worldwide Health Delivery Programs
• Rapid Response Mobilization
• Health Research and University Support
• Clinical Trial Cold Chain and Ambient Support
• US Federal and State Program Support
• UN, WHO, UNICEF and NGO Support

Your Global Logistics Partner
Through our worldwide network supporting ambient and cold chain shipments, Lynden Logistics provides total compli-
ance, management and visibility of critical cargoes from the US, Europe, India, and Asia to programs throughout the 
world. We look forward to helping multiply your capacity worldwide.



Federal Government Services
Lynden Logistics contingency 
response and program support for 
USAID, CDC, and DoD health and 
research contracts helps combat 
HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, 
Ebola, and the COVID pandemic in 
the US and abroad.
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Cold Chain Programs
Our cold chain service successes 
include worldwide deployment of 
new technologies in vacuum appli-
cations that prevent loss of heat 
and cold and new product designs 
for durability and longevity during 
transport.

Mission Data
Assessing need and measuring 
program success are key to global 
health advancement. Lynden’s 
expertise ensures that data instru-
ments and battery power support-
ing global health operations are 
successfully deployed to your teams, 
anywhere in the world.

Support Tools for Impact
Our Global Health and Humanitarian services team proactively manages all 
requirements common to worldwide missions:

• Transit time options to and from all points (Air, Ocean, Truck)
• Project management – budgeting, consolidation, reporting and more
• Temperature controlled freight – cryo and ULT, frozen, chilled, and 

ambient
• GPS and mobile tracking – single use global GPS and Lynden mobile 

app
• Total federal (FAR/DFAR) and stakeholder compliance
• Duty/tax free clearance
• Risk analysis and route planning
• Insurance


